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ABSTRACT 

In today fast moving life people do not have time to stand for little thing in shops. Especially in colleges, students 

who have to go from one class to other and have to take print on daily basics. Standing in a queue and wait for the 

print wastes lot and lot of time and student might miss there class. This is the new solution to get the print and do 

not waste any time in standing queue especially for colleges. 

Creating a printing service, which will work very well, and student can just send their files to near printing shop and 

taking it when they arrive. This is save so much of time of the student who have very fast moving life  catching from 

one class to other. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In this fast moving world, no one have time to stand in 

queue for little things. Little things like printing your 

papers. Every student in the college have no time to wait 

in the shop for their documents to get print. As we have 

seen especially when its submission times hundreds of 

student are waiting at the shop to get the print done. If 

there could be faster way to take your prints and do not 

have to wait for the print to be done. 

Well this is the new solution for the students who don’t 

have time in the fast moving life-printing service”. As 

you know today, every company is going online so as 

printing industries. There are a number of companies 

doing great in this field. In the same, we are offering you 

similar online application to make your printing easier 

more competitive in this digital marketplace. We all 

know, market is shifting toward online now a day and it 

is always better to be head. E-Printing service will be an 

easy and more secure way to get printing done. Various 

modules are being used to create seamless services, 

which will make printing more efficient and hassle free 

at the stationary counter. User can send their data/file to 

be printed and the time at which the user will arrive for 

the print, it will be already ready. Secure payment will 

be implemented, as they have to pay first to get their file 

to be on the printing queue. Students just have to send 

they file using website and have to pay. That is it, as 

simple as it sounds when the student will arrive for the 

print it will be already ready. Which will save a lot to 

time specially for the students. This service is yet not be 

applied in the college where student do not have time to 

stand in queues and then going for classes. This system 

will help every college student to send his or her documents 

to there all the shop nearby and taking the documents when 

they arrive in break. This will some so much time of the 

students, teachers, and take advance this E-printing service. 

 

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL 

 
Sql: 

 
SQL is a domain-specific language used in programming 

and designed for managing data held in a relational 

database management system, or for stream processing in 

a relational data stream management system 

 
Visual studio: 

 
Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development 

environment from Microsoft. It is used to develop 

computer programs, as well as websites, web apps, web 

services and mobile apps. 



III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

By using our web, application student will get their print 

easily without standing in a queue. For using our our web 

application users have to register themselves by filling 

the registration form which consist of enrollment no, 

name, email-id, phone number, password, stream and 

semester. After registering user dashboard will appear 

where all the information of the user and the print history 

will be shown. For a user to send their document to the 

shopkeeper they will go on the send document. user can 

send their document in pdf file, it's because sometimes 

when we send word file for printing its formatting and 

alignment get changed, so if the document will be pin pdf 

form no changes will occur. while the time of sending 

document user can preview the document to check 

whether the file is correct or not after that by using an 

algorithm the system will get to know number of pages 

in the document so according to the pages a final amount 

will be paid by the user before sending the file. The 

request of print will be appear at the shopkeeper side. a 

pop-up module will come when the shopkeeper press the 

ok button printing will start an d a notification will go to 

the user that your printing is started so the user can go 

there and finally take his print out without standing in the 

queue. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
This “E-printing service “ will be helpful to each college 

student as they don’t have to stand in queues in the shop 

this will help students to save lots of time 

.Using E printing the queues in the shops will be less and 

less crowded. This will help everyone to be dynamic as 

possible as they can just send their documents to nearest 

printing station and then and go and take print. This is 

very useful and new way to take your print in public 

environment. This type of service is not yet used in the 

college where there are lots and lots of student specially 

who have to get print done in everyday basics this will 

help every college student and even stuff to work more . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1 
 

 

 

Figure:2 

 

Figure: 3 
 
 

 

Figure: 4 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
This “E-printing service “ will be helpful to each college 

student as they don’t have to stand in queues in the shop 

this will help students to save lots of time. Using E- 

printing the queues in the shops will be less and less 

crowded. This will help everyone to be dynamic as 

possible as they can just send their documents to nearest 

printing station and then and go and take print. This is very 

useful and new way to take your print in public 

environment. This type of service is not yet used in the 

college where there are lots and lots of student specially 

who have to get print done in everyday basics this will 

help every college student and even stuff to work more 

dynamically. 
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